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FOUNDATION LEVEL ENGLISH [Certificate/Diploma Levels]
UNSTRUCTURED GAP-FILL [Pair/Group] EXERCISE – 13
NAME:
LECTURE GROUP:
SCORE:
/20
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Instructions: Please write your answers (either a word or a phrase) in the space left below, you must discuss the answers with your
own group(s) and prepare to tell the Tutor WHY you have chosen that answer ☺

CARING FOR YOUR NEW FERRARI
__1__ for buying this new Ferrari Testarossa. We __2__ Ferrari have taken great care to
build this state-of-the-art vehicle for you, using only the very best components __3__ based
on one of the highest quality __4__ regulations in the world today! We hope that you will
enjoy driving this new Ferrari and that this car would give you years of motoring enjoyment.
There are a few other __5__ for your car below. Please take the time to read through and to
understand everything. Thank you again for choosing our car, and for making us richer!
a. Please __6__ drive your new Ferrari on water or under water. __7__ your car is very
expensive, you should only use it on land.
b. Never try to drive your car with your eyes __8__, if you do then you __9__ able to see
oncoming vehicles.
c.

Whenever you are cleaning your car, please make sure that you __10__ and not sand or
any other abrasive materials.

d. We have __11__ your new car to run on petrol. Please make sure that you __12__ petrol
and not diesel, kerosene or even water for this expensive car.
e. __13__ it rains or snows, could you please __14__ your windows so that your car seat
(and yourself) would not become wet.
f.

Although your new car is expensive, you __15__ die if you are involved in __16__. Only
the car is super (not you)!

g. After testing the car, we __17__ found that you must only use your hands to steer the
steering wheel. You must not __18__ feet or nose to drive this car.
h. Lastly, you still have to __19__ this car manually. Although it is very expensive, the car
__20__ drive itself (at this moment).
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